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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the implementation and settings of the
B-MAC wireless sensor networking (WSN) protocol for OM-
NeT++ and its WSN framework MiXiM. This protocol is a
very important contribution to the suit of available protocols
for MiXiM and OMNeT++, as it is the most widely MAC
layer protocols for wireless sensor networks applications and
deployments. Together with the already existing simulation
models in MiXiM, such as battery and wireless transmission
models, the implementation of B-MAC enables realistic and
credible WSN simulations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
B-MAC, also Berkeley MAC or Low Power Listening, is

one of the most widely used medium access protocols (MAC)
for wireless sensor networks. It is part of the standard distri-
bution of TinyOS 1 and has been widely used in real world
WSN deployments, such as the TRITon tunnel deployment
in Trento, Italy [2]. The technique is simple, though efficient
and powerful and is able to save a lot of energy in low-traffic
WSN applications.

In this abstract we present the implementation of B-MAC
as a MAC layer in the MiXiM [4] framework for the discrete
event based simulator OMNeT++ 2. The abstract covers
the implementation as of December 2010, with MiXiM at
version 1.2 and OMNeT++ at version 4.1. The code is avail-
able online at www.dti.supsi.ch/~afoerste/downloads.html.

2. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The B-MAC protocol was first presented in [3]. Its main

idea and goal is to let the sensor nodes to sleep (radio

1www.tinyos.net
2www.omnetpp.org
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Figure 1: B-MAC protocol example with one sender
and one receiver.

switched off) for relatively long periods of time and wak-
ing it up at regular intervals to check the ongoing commu-
nications. In case a node wants to send a packet to one or
more of its neighbors, it starts sending short packets, called
also preambles, for exactly the same period of time as the
sleeping period. Thus, every node in its vicinity will wake
up and receive a preamble, informing it that it needs to
stay awake to receive the actual data packet. After send-
ing preambles for the full period, the sender node sends out
the data packet itself and goes back to sleep. This overall
process is presented in Figure 1, while the exact finite state
machine of the our implementation, including MAC-level ac-
knowledgments, is depicted in Figure 2.

In MiXiM, B-MAC is implemented in BMacLayer, which is
inherited from BaseMacLayer. It receives packets from up-
per layers through handleUpperMessage(cMessage *msg).
When packets for this node are received, they are forwarded
to the upper layer, otherwise they are deleted. The user can
control various parameters of the protocol, such as slot du-
ration, check interval, MAC level acknowledgments, length
of the packet queue, etc. All parameters are listed together
with their default values in Table 1. Beside the usual B-
MAC protocol parameters, mentioned above, the MiXiM
implementation accepts also transmissionPower (txPower)
and bitrate of transmission. It is important to note that the
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Figure 2: Finite state machine of the MiXiM implementation of B-MAC.

bitrate needs to be the same as for the physical layer, while
txPower can be controlled separately.

3. SHORT DISCUSSION OF B-MAC
There are several properties of B-MAC which need to be

considered before applying the protocol in a specific applica-
tion scenario. B-MAC is strictly low-traffic protocol. While
looking at the example in Figure 1, it becomes clear that
a node is able to transmit exactly one data packet per slot
(cycle). The most of the time of its cycle the node is in
fact transmitting preambles to wake up its neighbors and
only after this preamble sending it will send out the real
data packet. Additionally, the protocol is not able to detect
the hidden node scenario. This is, two nodes might start
sending preambles without hearing from each other, but a
node between them will either receive form both senders or
corrupted packets because of interference.

The slot duration is widely mistaken with the application
duty cycle. For example, the application might gather sen-
sory data and transmit one data packet only every 10 min.
However, the duty cycle or slot duration of B-MAC needs
to be much higher in order to keep up with the data traffic
of other nodes and also to minimize power consumption for
preamble sending and receiving. On the other hand it needs
to be noted that in the absence of traffic B-MAC node get
synchronized with each other. This happens when a data
packet is transmitted by one node: after transmission, all
nodes (sender and receivers) go to sleep simultaneously.

There exist many variants of B-MAC, which are not in-
cluded in this implementation. For example, X-MAC [1] is
such a variation, where a sender of an unicast message waits
for some time between two preambles for the receiver to an-
swer. When the receiver wakes up, it answers immediately to
the sender upon receiving the first preamble, thus allowing
the sender to stop sending preambles and sending the actual
data packet. Another possibility is to include the receiver’s
address in the preamble, so that non-receiver nodes can go
immediately back to sleep. However, these special unicast
scenarios have also an important drawback: They prevent
other nodes form overhearing messages, which is widely for

Parameter Unit Default Description

slotDuration secs 1 sleeping period

checkInterval secs 0.1 duration of CCA phase

queueLength pkts 10 maximum size of MAC
queue

headerLength bits 10 preamble packet length

useMacAcks bool false use MAC level acknowl-
edgments

maxTxAttempts times 2 used only together with
MAC level acknowledg-
ments

txPower mW 50 actual transmission power

bitrate bps 15360 bitrate of the node

animation bool true colorize the nodes accord-
ing to their radio status

Table 1: BMacLayer parameters.

neighborhood management, for example. Thus, the best B-
MAC variant is defined by the specific application and all
other communication protocols in place.
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